MATERIALS:

Scissors

Card stock
(size dependent on the size you want the finished product to be)

Scoring tool

Pencil

Hexagon Template
(Enlarge and trace)

Step 1
Trace a hexagon onto the middle of the page. Then, trace six more hexagons around the first one, with one side of each connecting to the middle hexagon. The six outer hexagons will end up connecting on three sides to other hexagons.

Step 2
Cut the perimeter of the grouping of hexagons. Continue to cut the connecting sides, but DO NOT cut the connection to the middle hexagon. (Follow the green lines)

Step 3
Use your scoring tool (or a ruler, or your hands) to carefully fold the hexagons inward, toward the middle hexagon. They should all fold on top of each other. (Fold along the red dotted lines)

Step 4
Now, you have a multi-fold beehive book, ready for you to decorate and fill with spring time musings.